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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and approach for developing a periodic water usage 
profile and demand for controlling a water heater. A mode 
may be selected for demand for a certain amount of water of 
a particular temperature range to be available for use from the 
water heater. Data on hot water usage may be collected and 
the usage profile and demand may be calculated from the 
data. The water heater may be programmed to operate in a 
certain fashion based on the usage profile and demand. A 
control knob may be on the water heater control to select a 
particular demand. Control of the water heater may be oper 
ated from a remote device connected in a wireless or wired 
fashion. An optimization program may be implemented in the 
control of the water heater for achieving one or more benefi 
cial goals related to water heater performance and hot water 
production. 
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SYSTEM FOR COMMUNICATION, 
OPTIMIZATION AND DEMAND CONTROL 

FOR AN APPLIANCE 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The present disclosure pertains to control and opti 
mization of a heating appliance. 

SUMMARY 

0002 The disclosure reveals a system and approach for 
developing a periodic water usage profile and demand for 
controlling a water heater. A mode may be selected for 
demand for a certain amount of water of a particular tempera 
ture range to be available for use from the water heater. Data 
on hot water usage may be collected and the usage profile and 
demand may be calculated from the data. The water heater 
may be programmed to operate in a certain fashion based on 
the usage profile and demand. A control knob may be on the 
water heater control to select a particular demand. Control of 
the water heater may be operated from a remote device con 
nected in a wireless or wired fashion. An optimization pro 
gram may be implemented in the control of the water heater 
for achieving one or more beneficial goals related to water 
heater performance and hot water production. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0003 FIG.1a is a diagram of a water heater having a water 
heater control; 
0004 FIG. 1b is a diagram of control knob that may be 
used with a control for a water heater; 
0005 FIGS. 1c-1i are diagrams showing various views of 
an example Smart device; 
0006 FIG. 2 is a diagram of activity relative to a demand 
that may be based on usage patterns; 
0007 FIG. 3 is a diagram of activity relative to demand 
based on user programmed patterns; 
0008 FIG. 4a is a diagram of a circuit relating to pilot 
lighting components: 
0009 FIG. 4b is a diagram having some circuitry similar 

to that of FIG. 4a but relating to water heater operation; 
0010 FIG.5a is a diagram of a flow of activity related to a 
water heater system; 
0011 FIG.5b may be similar to FIG.5a but may incorpo 
rate Some other features; 
0012 FIG. 6a is a flow diagram for a voltage algorithm; 
0013 FIG. 6b may be similar to FIG. 6a for the voltage 
algorithm but may further incorporate some other features; 
0014 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of another voltage algo 
rithm; 
0015 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of leak sensor algorithm; 
0016 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of a no leak detected algo 
rithm; 
0017 FIG. 10 is a flow diagram of a communications 
algorithm; 
0018 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of a control algorithm; 
0019 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of a pilot relight algo 
rithm; 
0020 FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram having a diode added in 
parallel to a resistor in a transmitting line for a control circuit; 
and 
0021 FIGS. 14a and 14b constitute a schematic showing a 
context of the diode in the diagram of FIG. 13. 
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DESCRIPTION 

0022. The present system and approach may incorporate 
one or more processors, computers, controllers, user inter 
faces, wireless and/or wire connections, and/or the like, in an 
implementation described and/or shown herein. 
0023 This description may provide one or more illustra 
tive and specific examples or ways of implementing the 
present system and approach. There may be numerous other 
examples or ways of implementing the system and approach. 
0024 Water heater regulations and customers may con 
tinuously demand higher efficiency and lower energy usage. 
This need may be addressed by either improving the funda 
mental efficiency of the water heater or by heating the water 
only as needed to meet the user demand. The present system 
may take the approach of heating the water only as needed. 
0025. There may be a water heater control with a user 
demand feature. Related art water heater controls may have a 
control knob which primarily controls the temperature set 
point. The set point may set and left at a fixed level. 
0026. To control the water temperature to meet demand, 
similar to many home thermostats, an external device may be 
added to controls. The present system may provide a simpli 
fied user demand setting. It may provide less functionality 
than having the external device, but would cost both manu 
facturer and the end user less and still provide energy savings. 
Energy savings may be on the order of 30 percent. 
0027. Instead of having control knob settings like “Hot, A, 
B, C, Very Hot', the control knob may have settings like “Hot, 
Light Demand, Medium Demand, High Demand, Very Hot'. 
The “Hot' and “Very Hot' settings may be unchanged from 
their present operation. The settings may control the set point. 
There may also be intermediate or additional fixed set points, 
but those are not necessarily shown in the Figures herein. 
However, the demand modes may provide hot water at the 
times and in the amounts that the hot water is needed. This 
may be accomplished in two ways. Hot water may be pro 
vided either based on 1) usage patterns, which could be sim 
plest to set up and use, or based on 2) a preprogrammed 
time-temperature profile, which would require a separate user 
interface, and may or may not include a learning algorithm to 
adjust the profile for purposes Such as maximizing efficiency 
or maximizing hot water availability. The present system may 
be implemented primarily through software. 
0028 Flow charts herein may illustrate a high-level pro 
cess. A flow chart may show water heater control with a user 
demand feature. 
0029. Bi-directional communication architecture and 
optimizing software for gas and electric water heaters may be 
noted. The energy storage aspect of a tank water heater may 
significantly change the algorithm requirements to achieve 
the time-temperature profile that users are familiar with 
through their home thermostats. A manufacturer may cur 
rently have a 60+ percent share of the gas water heater seg 
ment. Beyond the initial sale of the gas water heater valve, the 
manufacturer does not necessarily have the capability togen 
erate additional revenues from the installed base of water 
heaters using its controls. While the manufacturer's control 
may have a communicating feature, there appears no easy 
way for a homeowner to communicate with a water heater 
valve or control. With an ability to communicate with a water 
heater, multiple offerings/features may be developed that can 
generate revenue for the manufacturer. 
0030 The present system may allow communication 
between a smart device and the water heater. The system may 
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also include water heater optimization software that can 
reduce the cost to operate a water heater, provide for usage 
pattern based optimization, prognostics for sediment buildup 
and alarming, annual maintenance alarms, performance opti 
mization alerts, and demand response management for utility 
load shedding. 
0031. The present system may also be used to control 
multiple water heaters together, although system would not 
necessarily have to be used for this function. For multiple 
water heaters, the controls may be connected either wirelessly 
or with a cable. 
0032. The present system may consist of a battery pow 
ered (or other energy storage approach Such as capacitor), 
flame powered, or plug-in powered wireless communication. 
The wireless communication module may be a box that pro 
vides communication with a manufacturer's VestaCOMTM 
and ECOMTM to communicate with the valve. The wireless 
communication (e.g., WiCOM) may communicate wirelessly 
with a smart device such as a KindleTM, iPadTM, PC/laptop, or 
Wi-FiTM (WiFiTM) router. The WiCOM may also include 
water heater optimization software. Wireless communication 
may be a feature of the add-on control module. Wireless 
communication may be a function that is separate from opti 
mization software. 
0033. The WiCOM device may be a slave device to the 
water heater control valve. The WiCOM device may be 
embedded in the water heater control itself. 
0034. The controller/communications device may be sold 
directly at many retail stores. Consumers may purchase the 
device to link the water heater control with their smart device. 
Consumers may then download the latest version of the water 
heater optimization software from a website of the manufac 
turer. The software may provide for an interactive screen 
where consumers answer key questions about their hot water 
usage. This approach may allow the device to change water 
heater set points and optimize operation of the water heater. 
0035. A communication module may also permit an inter 
face with the manufacturers thermostats either as a way to 
control water heater settings or as a way to read the home 
heating/cooling schedule on another Smart device and apply 
that schedule to the water heater usage profile. 
0036) A standing pilot automatic relight or conversion to 
intermittent pilot for a standing pilot water heater may be 
noted. Standing pilot appliances may have some issues. First, 
the pilot may continuously consume energy/gas that is mostly 
wasted. Second, the pilot may go out and the appliance will 
then no longer function until someone manually relights the 
pilot. 
0037. The appliances to which the pilot applies may 
include water heaters, furnaces, Stoves/ovens, and so forth, 
but can focus on the VestaTM water heater control hereafter 
because that control has the specific circuit and hardware 
necessary for the present system to work. However, the pilot 
may also apply to any appliance control that has similar 
hardware. 
0038. The present system may be a device that can relight 
the pilot automatically on a Vesta water heater valve, but does 
not necessarily require an external power source Such as a 
wall outlet. Because the device may do this, it may also 
convert a standing pilot Vesta water heater valve into an 
intermittent pilot, saving 500-700 BTU/hr. of gas consump 
tion. If this functionality were included in a device that 
included communication to a Wi-Fi network and/or the inter 
net, then it could also send messages to the homeowner (Such 
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as attempting to relight if pilot is intended to be left on as a 
standing pilot, Success or failure to relight, the amount of hot 
water available and its temperature). 
0039. A device may have energy storage that could be 
charged through an RS232 VestaCom port on a Vesta water 
heater controller or another connection location that could be 
added to the controller that is connected to the internal voltage 
Source. As mentioned in herein, the relighting feature may be 
included in that device. However, it may also be possible to 
create a simpler device that has the same energy storage and 
relighting feature, but would not have the other features such 
as communication, Support for a leak detector and water 
shutoff valve, and so on. Such a device may be solely for the 
purpose of relighting the pilot and/or converting a standing 
pilot Vesta to an intermittent pilot. 
0040. The device's key functional blocks may include: 1) 
circuitry necessary to store energy; 2) a circuit to ignite the 
pilot similar or identical to the standard circuit in power vent 
water heater controls; 3) a microprocessor; and 4) an RS232 
communication circuit modified to allow current to flow from 
the Vesta's RS232 Tx line to charge/power the device. The 
present system may have a circuit area 164 of FIG. 13 with a 
diode 160 added in parallel to a resistor 163 in the Tx line 162, 
but it is not necessarily needed. Circuit area 164 is shown in 
a context of a circuit 165 of FIG. 14a and FIG. 14b. Common 
wires and connections of circuit 165 may be indicated by 
numerals 170, 171, 172,173, 174, 175,176, 177 and 178. 
0041 Alternately, another connection location may be 
added to the Vesta controller that is connected to the internal 
Voltage source. 
0042. In the case of a device intended to relight the pilot if 

it goes out, the device may monitor the thermopile Voltage or 
other detection or source through the RS232 to determine if 
the pilot is lit. The monitoring could be periodic, maybe once, 
for example, every 5 minutes, to conserve power. If the ther 
mopile voltage dropped below a minimum threshold or if 
communication were lost, then the device may recognize that 
the pilot has gone out and that the Vesta controller has stopped 
functioning. Using the energy stored in the device, power may 
be applied through the Vesta's RS232 TX line to bring the 
Vesta controller's Vcc back up and operate the control. The 
device may then send a message to the Vesta control's RX line 
to open the pilot valve. Once the pilot is open, the device may 
activate its spark ignition circuit to ignite the pilot. It may 
continue to do this every few seconds for some short period of 
time, possibly 30 seconds, and then remove power from the 
TX line, check for communications with the Vesta control and 
check the thermopile Voltage. If communications fail, the 
system may continue to attempt to relight the pilot until the 
stored energy is nearly depleted. If the device is equipped 
with WiFi, before the stored energy is depleted, it may send a 
message indicating a failure to relight and the amount of hot 
water available. Whether or not the device is equipped with 
WiFi, it may be possible to use the last of the stored energy to 
sound an audio alarm to alert the homeowner that the water 
heater control has shut down. 

0043. The case of a device intended to convert the standing 
pilot to intermittent pilot may be noted. The device may 
operate in a similar manner as noted herein, but when a main 
burn cycle is completed, the device may then instruct the 
Vesta controller to shut down the pilot valve. While the pilot 
is shut down, the controller may periodically, possibly, for 
example, every 10 minutes, apply power to the Vesta control 
ler to wake it up and read the water temperature. If the water 
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temperature has dropped to a level requiring a burn cycle, then 
the device may light the pilot, restore the Vesta control to 
normal operation, and recharge the stored energy as much as 
possible during the burn cycle. If the amount of energy stored 
has dropped below a specified threshold, the device may light 
the pilot, restore the Vesta control to normal operation, and 
activate a function to recharge the stored energy, although a 
main burn cycle may not be needed during this time. 
0044. It may be possible to have the device do either a 
simple relight function or convert to a standing pilot by put 
ting a selector Switch on the device to change between these 
two modes. In the case of a device with WiFi communication 
capability, these modes may be selected through a Smart 
phone or device. 
0045 FIG. 1a is a diagram of a water heater 151 having a 
water heater control 152 and a leak sensor 153. Water heater 
control 152 may have a control knob 11. A wireless control 
154 may be attached to water heater 151. Wireless control 154 
may be connected to leak sensor 153 and water heater control 
152. A designated website may be visited with a smart device 
155 where an applicable app may be downloaded and device 
155 in turn may connect to the wireless control 154. FIGS. 
1c-1i are diagrams showing various views of an example 
smart device 155. For examples, one view reveals a tempera 
ture adjustment for water heater 151 and another view reveals 
alarms and alerts such as a low waterheater capacity warning. 
Device 155 may instead be wired to control 154. Additional 
accessories besides the leak detector may be attached to the 
device. 

0046 FIG. 1b is a diagram of control knob 11 that may be 
used with a control for a water heater or other like appliance. 
Control knob 11 may have a setting upon which a selection 
can be made. The selections may incorporate “Hot”, “Light 
Demand”, “Medium Demand”, “High Demand”, and “Very 
Hot. 

0047 FIG. 3 is a diagram of activity relative to a demand 
that may be based on usage patterns. The various items of 
activity may be indicated as steps, blocks, symbols or the like. 
Symbol 12 may indicate a user that places the control knob in 
one of the demand nodes. A set point may equal A, B or C. 
depending on light, medium or high demand, as indicated in 
symbol 13. The level of demand may also indicate a statistical 
confidence level used in determining the confidence that a 
user will have hot water at any desired time based on usage 
history. A timer may be started at symbol 14. At symbol 15, 
hot waterusage may be monitored for seven days while the set 
point is maintained at "Hot'. A daily usage profile, margin of 
error and daily timing start point may be determined at Sym 
bol 16. A weekly usage routine or day by day usage pattern 
may be maintained, as indicated in symbol 17. Symbol 18 
indicates that the timer may be started at a new daily timing 
start point. According to symbol 19, usage of hot water may 
be monitored for seven days. Updates to a daily usage profile 
and margin of error may be determined at symbol 20. A 
weekly usage routine for a day by day usage pattern may be 
updated according to symbol 21. The updated weekly usage 
routine may be provided from symbol 21 to symbol 19 where 
hot water usage is monitored for seven days. 
0048 FIG. 2 is a diagram of activity relative to a demand 
based on user programmed patterns. At symbol 24, a user may 
create a weekly usage profile using an external program on a 
computer or other device. The user may connect a device to a 
water heater control communication port at symbol 25 or 
connects communications wirelessly or by wire. The device 
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may load a usage profile, day of the week, time of the day and 
enable or disable a learning option into the control at symbol 
26. A question indicated at symbol 28 may be whether learn 
ing is enabled. If not, then a run may occur at symbol 29. If 
yes, then usage may be monitored for seven days at symbol 
30. Symbol 30 may also indicate to enter run mode. Updates 
to a daily usage profile and margin of error may be determined 
at symbol 31. At symbol 32, a weekly usage routine for a day 
by day usage pattern may be updated. After symbol 32, the 
user may return to symbol 30, and proceed through the activ 
ity indicated in noted symbols 30-32. 
0049 FIG. 4a is a diagram of a circuit relating to pilot 
lighting components. A microprocessor 41 may connected to 
a pilot ignition circuit 42 having a Vout terminal 63 that may 
be connected to an igniter or sparker for lighting the pilot. A 
node switch 43 may be connected to processor 41 via a 
resistor 65. Mode switch 43 may be used to select an auto 
matic pilot relight or an intermittent pilot. Processor 41 may 
be connected to an RS232 serial communication circuit 44. 
Communication circuit 44 may be connected to a (Vesta) 
flame powered water heater controller 45. An output from 
circuit 44 may go through a diode 46 and resistor 47 to one 
end of a capacitor 48 and one end of an inductor 49. The other 
end of inductor 49 may be connected to a positive terminal of 
an optional DC source 51 and to microprocessor 41, and to a 
terminal 50 for Vcc. The other end of capacitor 48 may be 
connected to a drain of an N-channel FET52. A source of FET 
52 may be connected to a ground 53. A gate of FET 52 may be 
connected to one end of a capacitor 54 and a resistor 55. The 
other end of capacitor 54 may be connected to ground 53. The 
other end of resistor 55 may be connected to one end of a 
resistor 56 and to processor 41 via a line labeled charge Vcc. 
The other end of resistor 56 may be connected to ground 53. 
0050. The components shown and mentioned may be sub 
stituted with other components. For example a P channel FET 
may also work with the appropriate modifications. The 
approach may incorporate an ability to store energy coming 
from the thermopile or another energy source, by whatever 
CaS. 

0051. An N-channel FET 50 may have a drain connected 
to terminal 50 and a source connected to an anode of a diode 
58. Agate of FET 57 may be connected to one end of a resistor 
59. The other end of resistor 59 may be connected to proces 
sor 41 via a line labeled “Charge Vout' and to one end of a 
capacitor 61. The other end of capacitor 61 may be connected 
to ground 53. The cathode of diode 58 may be connected to 
one end of a resistor 62. The other end of resistor 62 may be 
connected to processor 41, a terminal 63 for Vout, and one end 
of a capacitor 64. The other end of capacitor 64 may be 
connected to ground 53. 
0.052 A. LED 66 may have one terminal connected to 
ground 53 and another terminal connected via a resistor 67 
and a line labeled heartbeat to processor 41. This may be for 
the purpose of providing a periodic flash of light to show the 
user that the system is functioning 
0053 Processor 41 may be connected to an optional wire 
less communication system 68, such as WiFi or other like 
system. System 68 may be a plug-in module. 
0054 For twinning applications, having two or more 
water heaters proximate to each other, there may be two or 
more sets of circuits for RS232 and a pilot ignition versus 
requiring one control module on each water heater. An extra 
pilot ignition may be a plug-in module. The two sets or more 
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of circuits may be incorporated in very different operating 
systems. Other accessories may plug in to a circuit. 
0055. A smart device or computer wired interface may 
only be needed if WiFi or other wireless communications are 
incorporated. A Software application may be needed in either 
CaSC 

0056 FIG. 4b is a diagram having some circuitry similar 
to that of FIG. 4a but relating to water heater operation. An 
NFC (near field communication), BluetoothTM, RedLinkTM, 
and/or WiFiTM communication circuit 162 may be connected 
to microprocessor 41. A leak sensor 163 may be connected to 
a leak sensor signal conditioning circuit 164. Conditioning 
circuit may be connected to microprocessor 41. 
0057. An open line from processor 41 may be connected to 
a capacitor 165 and resistor 166. The other end of capacitor 
165 may be connected to ground 53 and the other end of 
resistor 166 may be connected to a gate of an N channel FET 
167. FET 167 may have a drain connected to a water shut-off 
valve 168. Valve 168 may be connected to Vout 63. A source 
of FET 167 may be connected to ground 53. A close line from 
processor 41 may be connected to a capacitor 169 and a 
resistor 171. The other end of capacitor 169 may be connected 
to ground 53 and the other end of resistor 171 may connected 
to a gate of an N channel FET172. FET 172 may have a drain 
connected to water shut-off valve 168. A source of FET 172 
may be connected to ground 53. A state switch line from 
processor 41 may be connected to valve 63. 
0058 An open line from processor 41 may be connected to 
a capacitor 173 and resistor 174. The other end of capacitor 
173 may be connected to ground 53 and the other end of 
resistor 174 may be connected to a gate of an N channel FET 
175. FET 175 may have a drain connected to a water heater 
drain valve 173. Valve 173 may be connected to Vout 63. A 
source of FET 175 may be connected to ground 53. A close 
line from processor 41 may be connected to a capacitor 177 
and a resistor 178. The other end of capacitor 177 may be 
connected to ground 53 and the other end of resistor 178 may 
be connected to a gate of an N channel FET 179. FET 179 may 
have a drain connected to drain valve 176. A source of FET 
179 may be connected to ground 53. A state switch line from 
processor 41 may be connected to valve 176. 
0059 An open line from processor 41 may be connected to 
a capacitor 181 and resistor 182. The other end of capacitor 
181 may be connected to ground 53 and the other end of 
resistor 182 may be connected to a gate of an N channel FET 
183. FET 183 may have a drain connected to a damper 184 
that possibly is flame power, at a pilot orifice and/or having a 
set minimum opening. Damper 184 may be connected to a 
Vout 63. A close line from processor 41 may be connected to 
a capacitor 185 and a resistor 186. The other end of capacitor 
185 may be connected to ground 53 and the other end of 
resistor 186 may be connected to a gate of an N channel FET 
187. FET 187 may have a drain connected to damper 184. A 
source of FET 187 may be connected to ground 53. A state 
switch line may be connected to damper 184. 
0060 FIG.5a is a diagram of a flow of activity related to a 
water heater system. Symbol 71 indicates that a voltage sup 
ply may become Sufficient for startup. The system may start 
operating. A damperand valves may be assumed to be present 
and their flags may be set. Other messages and flags may be 
cleared. Power, charge, Vcc and heartbeat may be monitored 
at symbol 72. These items may be effected with a Vcc algo 
rithm 81. Power and charge Vout may be monitored at symbol 
73. The items may be effected with a Vout algorithm 82. At 
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symbol 74, message, alert and error handling may utilize an 
algorithm if including WiFi or to other wireless mechanism. 
Messages and alerts may be put in a communications queue 
for water heater control shutdown, water heater error codes, 
Voltage levels and energy storage, pilot burner status, failures 
and relights, water temperature and capacity, and sediment 
buildup (water temperature rise rate changes) as indicated in 
symbol 85. 
0061 WiFi or other wireless mechanism may utilize a 
communication algorithm 83 if WiFi or other such mecha 
nism is incorporated as indicated in symbol 75. If incorporat 
ing WiFi or other wireless mechanism, a data gathering algo 
rithm may be used. At symbol 86, data as needed may be 
gathered and saved to Support an operation and diagnostics, 
Such as everything in a message alert and error handling list. 
Water draw and gas burn history may be gathered and saved. 
At symbol 77, the pilot may be relit according to an algorithm 
84. After symbol 77, the flow of activity may be repeated from 
symbols 72 through 77. 
0062 FIG. 5b may be similar to FIG. 5a but may further 
incorporate a symbol 191 connected to symbol 72 and symbol 
73 that asks a question whether a damper, water heater shut 
off valve, or drain valve is present. If an answer is yes, then 
one may go to symbol 73 and then from symbol 73 to a 
symbol 192 for a leak sensor algorithm. If the answer is no to 
the question in symbol 191, then one may go directly to 
symbol 192 and leak sensor algorithm 193. From symbol 192, 
one may go to symbol 74. Information from block 85 to 
symbol 74 may further incorporate that of leakage, a drain 
valve and a shut-off valve. Information from block 86 to 
symbol 76 may further incorporate user settings such as usage 
profile data. 
0063. After symbol 76, a symbol 194 for a control algo 
rithm may be placed in lieu of a pilot relight algorithm at 
symbol 77 and symbol 84. Control algorithm may be indi 
cated by symbol 195. From symbol 194, one may go to 
symbol 72. 
0064 FIG. 6a is a flow diagram for Vcc algorithm 81. At 
symbol 91, Vcc may be measured on an A/D line. A question 
at symbol 92 may be whether Vcc is greater than or equal to 
the maximum operating spec. If the answer is yes, then on 
may go to symbol 99 where “Charge Vcc is set to high to stop 
charging. The Vcc value may be recorded in a memory. Then 
at symbol 100, a return to the main algorithm may be per 
formed. 
0065. If Vcc is not greater than or equal to the maximum 
operating spec, then a thermopile Voltage, Vth, may be read 
over (Vesta) communication RS232 at symbol 93. A question 
of whether Vth is greater than or equal to the charge Vcc may 
be asked at symbol 94. If the answer is yes, and then the pilot 
had failed earlier, then a Successful relight may be flagged at 
symbol 95. At symbol 96, “Charge Vcc may be set low to 
charge the Vcc capacitor and/or a battery. Then Vcc may be 
measured on A/D at symbol 97. A question of whether Vcc is 
greater than or equal to a minimum operating spec may be 
asked at symbol 98. If the answer is yes then “Charge Vcc’ 
may be set to “high” to stop the charging. Also, the Vcc value 
may be recorded in a memory according to symbol 99. After 
symbol 99, a return may be made to the main algorithm as 
indicated in symbol 100. 
0066. If the answer is no to the question in symbol 98, then 
a return to symbol 91 may be made and the items at symbols 
91-98 may be repeated with an answer to the questions at 
symbols 92 and 94 being no and yes, respectively. The ques 
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tion at symbol 98 may be answered as no. Then a question at 
symbol 101 may be whether Vcc is greater than or equal to a 
minimum operating spec. If the answer is yes, then “Charge 
Vcc may be set to “high” to stop charging. The Vcc value 
may be recorded in the memory. A return to the main algo 
rithm may occur at symbol 100. 
0067. If the answer is no to the question in symbol 101, 
then a question in symbol 102 whether Vcc is greater than or 
equal to a stay alive spec may be asked. If the answer is yes, 
then at symbol 103, “Charge Vcc may be set high to stop the 
charging. Low power standby for XX seconds may occur. Then 
the sequence may continue from symbol 93 as noted herein. 
0068. If the answer to the question at symbol 102 is no, 
then at symbol 104, the thermopile voltage, Vth, may be read 
over a (Vesta) communications RS232. At symbol 105, a 
question of whether Vth is greater than or equal to than the 
stay alive spec may be asked. If the answer is no, then pilot 
failure may be flagged at symbol 106, and a return to symbol 
103 may be made. The sequence from symbol 103 may occur 
as indicated herein. 
0069. If the answer at symbol 105 is yes, then “Charge 
Vcc may be set to “low” to charge the Vcc capacitor and/or 
battery as indicated at symbol 107. Then a return to symbol 
104 may occur and the sequence there may continue as indi 
cated herein. The stay alive voltages should be somewhat 
above the voltages that will kill the controller in order to allow 
the algorithm to continue. The Voltages may be a minimum 
Voltage needed to stay alive plus run the algorithm. 
0070 FIG. 6b may be similar to FIG. 6a for Vcc algorithm 
81 but may further incorporate symbol 197 and symbol 198 in 
lieu of a direct connection from symbol 106. From symbol 
106, one may go to symbol 197 that asks a question whether 
a pilot relight feature is present. If answer is no, then one may 
go to symbol 103. If the answer is yes, then one may go to 
symbol 198 that indicates a pilot relight procedure is to be 
performed. After symbol 198, one may go to symbol 103. 
(0071 AVout algorithm 82 of FIG.7 may begin at symbol 
111 where a Vout on A/D may be measured. At symbol 112, 
a question of whether Vout is greater than or equal to the 
maximum operating spec may be asked. If the answer is yes, 
then at symbol 118, “Charge Vout may be set to “high” to 
stop charging. The Vout value may be recorded in the 
memory, and a return to the main algorithm may occur at 
symbol 119. 
0072. If the answer to the question at symbol 112 is no, 
then Vcc may be measured on the A/D at symbol 113. A 
question of whether Vcc is greater than or equal to a minimum 
to charge Vout may be asked at symbol 114. If the answer is 
yes, then symbol 115 "Charge Vout” may be set to “low” to 
charge the Vout capacitor. Then Vout on the A/D may be 
measured at symbol 116. At symbol 117, a question of 
whether Vout is greater than or equal to the minimum oper 
ating spec may be asked. If the answerisyes, then the “Charge 
Vout may be set to “high’ to stop the charging, at symbol 
118. Vout may be recorded in the memory. A return may then 
be made at symbol 119 to return to the main algorithm. 
0073. If the answer is no to the question at symbol 117. 
then a return may be made to symbol 112 where the question 
of whether Vout is greater than or equal to the maximum 
operating spec. The sequence after symbol 112 may followed 
as indicated herein. 
0074. If the answer to the question at symbol 114 is no, 
then a question of whether Vout is greater than or equal to the 
operating spec may be asked at symbol 120. If the answer is 
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yes, then a flag may be set indicating that Vout is above the 
minimum operating spec according to symbol 121. Then at 
symbol 118, “Charge Vout” may be set to “high” to stop the 
charging. The Vout value may be recorded in the memory. If 
the answer is no, then a flag may be set indicating that Vout is 
below the minimum operating spec according to symbol 122. 
Then at symbol 118, the activity as indicated herein may 
OCCU. 

0075 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of leak sensor algorithm 
193 that may start out with a symbol 201 asking a question 
whether a leak sensor is present. If not, then water heater 
shut-off and drain valves are flagged as not present according 
to symbol 202, and a return to a main algorithm may be made 
at symbol 203. If the answer at symbol 201 is yes, then a 
question of whether a leak is detected may be asked at symbol 
204. Ifananswer is no, then no leak detected may be indicated 
at symbol 205. If the answer is yes, then the leak may be 
flagged in a message queue at Symbol 206. After symbol 206, 
a question whether Vout-minimum operating spec may be 
asked at symbol 207. If an answer is no, then flag Vout may be 
too low at symbol 208 and then a return to the main algorithm 
may be made as indicated by symbol 203. 
0076. If the answer to the question at symbol 207 is yes, 
then the flag Vout may be fine and the water shut-off valve 
may be checked for at symbol 209. A question of whether the 
water shut-off valve was detected may be asked at symbol 
210. If an answer is no, then the water heater shut-off valve 
may be flagged at Symbol 211 as not being present. After 
symbol 211, a return to the main algorithm may be made at 
symbol 203. 
0077. If the answer to the question at symbol 210 is yes, 
then at symbol 212, the water heater shut-off valve may be 
found and its state be checked. At symbol 213, a question of 
whether the water heater shut-off valve is closed may be 
asked. If an answer is yes, then the closure of the water heater 
valve may be flagged at symbol 214 after which a return to the 
main algorithm may be made as indicated by symbol 203. If 
the answer is no, then the water heater valve may be flagged 
as open and the valve may be closed at symbol 215. At symbol 
216, a question of whether the shut-off valve is closed may be 
asked. If an answer is no, then the shut-off valve may be 
flagged as open and unable to be closed. Then at symbol 203, 
a return to the main algorithm may be made. 
0078 If the answer is yes to the question at symbol 216, 
then a question of whether Vout minimum operating spec 
may be asked. If an answer is no, then Vout as too low may be 
flagged at symbol 219 and a return to the main algorithm may 
be made according to symbol 203. 
0079 If the answer to the question at symbol 218 is yes, 
then Vout may be flagged as ok and the water heater drain 
valve may be checked at symbol 220. At symbol 221, a 
question of whether the water heater drain valve can be 
detected may be asked. If an answer is no, then the drain valve 
may be flagged as not being present at symbol 222 and a 
return to the main algorithm may be made as indicated at 
symbol 203. If the answer to the question is yes, then that the 
drain valve was found and the drain valve state is checked 
may be indicated at symbol 223. 
0080. At symbol 224, a question of whether the water 
heater drain valve is open may be asked at symbol 224. If an 
answer is yes, then that the drain Valve is open may be flagged 
at symbol 225 and a return to the main algorithm may be made 
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according to symbol 203. If the answer is no, then that the 
drain valve is closed may be flagged and the drain valve may 
be opened at symbol 226. 
0081. At symbol 227, a question of whether the drain valve 

is open may be asked. If an answer is no, then that the drain 
valve is closed and unable to be opened may be flagged at 
symbol 228, and a return to the main algorithm may be made 
as indicated at symbol 203. If the answer is yes, then a return 
to the main algorithm may occur according to symbol 203. 
0082 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of a no leak detected algo 
rithm of symbol 205. A clear leak flag in a message may be 
indicated in symbol 231. At symbol 207, a question of 
whether Vout-minimum operating spec may be asked. For 
symbols 208 through 228 and including symbol 203, the 
items, steps and/or actions represented by these symbols are 
indicated in a description of the flow diagram in FIG. 8. 
0083. The communications algorithm 83 of FIG. 10 may 
begin with a question at symbol 131 whether there were any 
incoming messages in the last XX seconds. If the answer is no, 
then at symbol 132 incoming messages may be listened for 
once every XX seconds. A question may be asked at symbol 
133 as to whether there is an incoming communication. If the 
answer is no, then outgoing messages may be sent every yy 
seconds at Symbol 134 on all connected communication plat 
forms. At symbol 135, communication circuits may be put in 
a low-power standby mode. Then a return at symbol 136 may 
be made to the main algorithm. “XX' and “yy” may indicate 
predetermined periods of time. A point of the algorithm may 
be to check for and send messages periodically at some time 
interval that will be conveniently short to users but long 
enough to minimize power consumption. 
0084. If the answer to the question at symbol 131 is yes, 
then messages may be sent and received without delay at 
symbol 137. Afterwards, communication circuits may be put 
in low power standby mode in symbol 135 and a return may 
be made to the main algorithm according to symbol 136. 
0085. If the answer to the question at symbol 133 is yes, 
then a question of whether there is a request to establish a 
communication may be asked at symbol 138. If the answer to 
the question at Symbol 138 is no, then messages may be sent 
and received without delay at symbol 137. The sequence of 
activity that follows symbol 137 may be indicated herein. 
I0086. If the answer to the question at symbol 138 is yes, 
then a communication platform may be identified and a con 
nection procedure may be performed as indicated at symbol 
139. The sequence of activity after symbol 139 noted at 
symbol 135 may be indicated herein. 
0087. Other than for a setup, messages may be generally 
outgoing only, so wait time is not necessarily a major issue. 
Thus, messages may be sent at a relatively long time interval 
in contrast to an average interval without an issue. The point 
of the algorithm may be to check for and send messages 
periodically at some time interval that will be conveniently 
short to users but long enough to minimize power consump 
tion. 
I0088 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of a control algorithm 195 
where a mode from a user interface may be obtained as 
indicated in symbol 241. In symbol 242, a question of 
whether there is a temporary override may be asked. If an 
answer is yes, then fixed temperatures may be temporarily 
overridden at symbol 243. At symbol 244, a question of 
whether desired capacity-tank volume may be asked. If an 
answer is no, then a set point may be loaded into a message 
list, and an error message may be loaded if a desired setting is 
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not possible according to symbol 245. After symbol 245, a 
return to the main algorithm may occur at symbol 246. 
I0089. If the answer of the question at symbol 244 is yes, 
then a question at symbol 247 of whether an electronic mixing 
valve is installed may be asked. If an answer is no, then a 
higher set point to increase capacity may be calculated. Then 
at symbol 245, the set point may be loaded into a message list, 
and an error message may be loaded if a desired setting is not 
possible according to symbol 245. After symbol 245, a return 
to the main algorithm may occur according to symbol 246. 
0090. If the answer to the question at symbol 247 is yes, 
then a desired temperature may be loaded into a mixing valve 
message at symbol 249. Then a set point needed to achieve a 
desired capacity may be calculated according to symbol 250. 
The set point may be loaded into the message list, or an error 
message may be loaded if a desired setting is not possible. 
Then a return to the main algorithm may occurat symbol 246. 
0091) If the answer to the question at symbol 242 is no, 
then a question of whether there is a temporary boost mode 
may be asked at symbol 251. If an answer is no, then a 
question of whether there is a fixed temperature mode may be 
asked. If an answer is yes, then at symbol 253, a fixed capacity 
and temperature data may be read. Subsequent to symbol 253, 
items of symbols 244 through 250 may occur. 
0092. If the answer to the question at symbol 252 is no, 
then a question of whether there is a fixed usage profile mode 
may be asked at symbol 254. If an answerisyes, then capacity 
and temperature data for a current day of a week and time of 
day may be read at symbol 255. Subsequent to symbol 255. 
items of symbols 244 through 250 may occur. 
0093. If the answer to the question at symbol 254 is no, 
then learning variables for a learning algorithm may be read 
according to symbol 256 and stored usage history data may be 
read at symbol 257. A question of whether there is enough 
data or new data to update a calculation may be asked at 
symbol 258. If an answer is no, then items of symbols 255, 
and 244 through 250 may occur. If the answer is yes to the 
question of symbol 258, then a new usage profile based on 
input variables and history data may be calculated. Then 
items of symbols 255, and 244 through 250 may occur. 
0094. If the answer to the question at symbol 251 is yes, 
then a question of whether the boost mode has expired may be 
asked at symbol 260. If an answer is yes, then the boost mode 
may be cleared and the fixed mode or usage profile variables 
may be restored according to symbol 261. Subsequent to 
symbol 261, items of symbols 252,253, and 244 through 250 
may occur. 
0.095 If the answer to the question at symbol 260 is no, 
then a question of whether a fixed temperature mode is 
boosted may be asked at symbol 262. If an answer is yes, then 
a question of how much boost may be asked and fixed tem 
perature variables may be temporarily overridden. Subse 
quent to symbol 263, items of symbols 252, 253, and 244 
through 250 may occur. 
0096. If the answer to the question at symbol 262 is no, 
then a question of whether to boost a fixed usage profile mode 
may be asked at symbol 264. If an answer is yes, then a 
question of how much boost may be asked and fixed usage 
profile variables may be temporarily overridden at symbol 
265. Subsequent to symbol 265, items of symbols 254, 255, 
244 through 250, and 256 through 259 may occur. 
0097. If the answer to the question at symbol 264 is no, 
then a question of how much boost may be asked and learning 
usage profile variables may be temporarily overridden at 
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symbol 266. Subsequent to symbol 266, items at symbols 257 
through 259, 255, and 244 through 250 may occur. 
0098. The pilot relight algorithm 84 of FIG. 12 may begin 
at symbol 141 where a question of whether there is an auto 
relight or intermittent pilot mode. If the mode is auto relight, 
then a question whether a pilot relight is set or not set may be 
asked at symbol 142. If the answer is yes, then a question of 
whether Vout is greater than or equal to a minimum operating 
voltage as indicated in symbol 143. If the answer is yes, then 
a RS232 message may be sent to a water heater control to 
open a pilot mV operator as indicated by symbol 144. A 
response to the message may be waited for, for XX seconds at 
symbol 145. An attempt to light the pilot may occur for yy 
seconds at symbol 146. Then at symbol 147, a return to the 
main algorithm may occur. 
0099. If an answer to the question in symbol 141 is an 
intermittent pilot, then a check for a call for heat over the 
RS232 may be made at symbol 148. A question whether the 
water heater control is calling for heat over the RS232 may be 
asked at symbol 149. If an answer to the question is no, then 
the question at symbol 142 whether the pilot relight flag is set 
may be asked. If the answer is no, then an RS232 message 
may be sent to the water heater control to close the pilot mV 
operator at a symbol 150. After symbol 150, a return to the 
main algorithm may be made according to symbol 147. 
0100 If the answer to the question in symbol 149 is yes, 
then the question of whether Vout is greater than or equal to a 
minimum operating spec may be asked at Symbol 143. The 
activity sequence for the yes and no answers relative to the 
question at symbol 143 may be indicated herein. 
0101 Additional items may be noted. In a usage mode 
setup, there may be setup screens for boost, manual override, 
vacation, fixed temperature, fixed usage pattern, and learning 
usage pattern operating modes. One may show an estimated 
energy and money savings based on the usage mode setup. 
Options may include detection of whether people are home 
and make hot water available. There may be an option to stay 
in a standby mode if no one is home. One may work off 
phones, Wi-Fi activity, connected home information, and so 
forth. There may be an option to have a specified amount of 
extra hot water available beyond what the usage profile deter 
mines is needed. If the pilot relight feature is included in a 
module, one may choose automatic pilot relight or intermit 
tent pilot. 
0102. In a system setup, an application may include setup 
instructions, links to help, videos, and so on. There may be a 
setup screen for a communication arrangement. 
0103) There may be setup screens for appliance data. They 
may include options to select a water heater model, dish 
washer model and clothes washer model. An option may 
allow one to manually enter the data or to estimate the data. 
Data options may include fuel type, fuel cost, BTU/hr, WH 
gallon capacity, how much water dish washer or clothes 
washer consume, showerhead flow rate, and so forth. Energy/ 
money saving Suggestions and options may allow one to 
easily or automatically change the setup or user profile based 
on Suggestions. If electronic mixing valve is present, the user 
may be shown the capacity increase that is available as a 
function oftemperature. There may be a setup for integration 
into any connected home/smart home systems. 
0104. A message and alert setup may have a setup screen 
for users to select what message and alerts they would like to 
receive and how they would like to receive them. There may 
be setup options to alert Service providers. Possible messages 
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may include any warnings, system errors, abnormal water 
usage, hot water capacity, leaks, pilot failures and relights, 
energy storage, energy and money savings from the usage 
profile VS having a fixed temperature, and so on. 
0105. The phone or computer app may contain most of the 
data analysis or processor intensive calculations. The device 
on the water heater may do only what is necessary for its 
normal operation. Data analysis may be done in the phone or 
computer using data gathered and logged in the device 
mounted on the water heater. Results may be stored in a cloud 
location. 
0106 Usage profiles may include setting minimum water 
temperatures for the times when hot water is not needed. 
Usage profiles may be broken down into convenient time 
intervals such as 30 minutes or user definable blocks of time. 
Before any usage history is collected, the starting point may 
be a fixed usage profile or a fixed temp, depending on what the 
user enters. The nature of statistics may change the results/ 
accuracy of the learned usage profile based on the amount of 
data available. One may calculate the times, temperature, and 
capacity needed to a specified confidence level based on max 
temperature desired, burn times, and max water temp rise rate 
or BTU rate. 
0107 For learned usage profiles, more confidence may 
increase hot water schedule and cost. Less confidence may 
reduce hot water schedule and cost. One may include capa 
bility to heat using the pilot if there's a long time between 
times when hot water is needed. 
0108 Water heater Vcc (thermopile) may be monitored to 
detect if pilot goes out. A message may be sent out to the user 
which includes information on how much hot water is avail 
able. A periodic RS232 comm may be sent out to ensure 
control is still alive. 
0109) A pilot function may incorporate an intermittent 
pilot, or relight the pilot, and an option to keep the water 
heater control alive if the pilot goes out. It may be kept alive 
by applying Vcc back through RS232. A relight may include 
an intermittent pilot circuit in the control and plug the spark 
rod into the control and the piezo into the control. This may 
open the pilot valve by repowering the Vesta control and 
commanding the pilot open through comms. If the automatic 
relight fails, one may still use the piezo. The function may be 
in a stand-alone device that does not offer any comms, or be 
included in the present device. 
0110. There may be a learning algorithm option which 
would set a confidence level of having hot water VS energy 
savings. An option may result in hot water being available 
whenever the furnace thermostat is set for when people are 
home. One may heat water with the pilot when there is a long 
time between demand periods. 
0111. An option may be included for staying in a standby 
mode if no one is home. One may work off phones, Wi-Fi 
activity, connected home info, and so forth. Control of an 
electronic mixing valve may be included. The set point may 
be put to the lowest possible temperature to meet demand. A 
temperature profile may be monitored during burn to identify 
problems such as sediment buildup. Any controller error 
codes may be checked and the user may be alerted of any. 
0112 Learning Software that saves energy may include 
Software that automatically adjusts water heater temperature 
based on usage patterns. There may be daily, weekly, 
monthly, yearly (selectable) updates of energy consumption. 
There may be customizable alarms and alerts regarding 
energy consumption. 
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0113 Errors and alerts may be in plain English, including 
troubleshooting tips, and recommended actions (excluding 
water heater leaks). There may be water heater leak alerts and 
alarms. There may be remote adjustment of water tempera 
ture, and enter and exit vacation modes. One may view avail 
able hot water. There may be a temporary boost mode for a 
longer Supply of hot water. Paid remote monitoring by service 
provider/3rd party for quick service and problem resolution 
may be made available. 
0114 Symbols such as H, X, Y, XX, yy, and the like, may 
represent certain numerical values that might be predeter 
mined. 
0115 To recap, a communication mechanism may incor 
porate a Smart device, and a control device connected to an 
appliance. Control of the appliance may be effected with 
signals between the smart device and the control device. The 
control device may incorporate optimization software for the 
appliance. A basis for powerfor the appliance may be selected 
from a group consisting of electricity, natural gas, propane, 
oil, kerosene, coal, and wood. The optimization Software may 
incorporate one or more items selected from a group consist 
ing of reduced operating costs of the appliance, usage pattern 
based optimization, prognostics for performance over time, 
maintenance alarms, performance optimization alerts, and 
demand response management for load shedding. The appli 
ance may be a water heater. 
0116. The control device may incorporate a communica 
tion module that is powered by a source selected from a group 
consisting of a battery, a capacitor, a line power outlet, appli 
ance control power outlet, Solar cell, and a flame/heat/thermo 
cell. The appliance may be powered by one or more sources 
selected from a group consisting of a line power outlet, ther 
mopiles, Solar panels, wind generators, rechargeable batter 
ies, and energy harvesting systems. 
0117. A smart device may be selected from a group con 
sisting of a KindleTM, IpadTM, PC, laptop, notebook, tablet, 
PDA, Wi-FiTM router, and smartphone. 
0118. The control device may have a wireless connection 
with the appliance, or the control device may a wire connec 
tion with the appliance. 
0119 The control device may be embedded in a control 
unit of the appliance. 
0120. The smart device may control two or more appli 
ances with two or more control devices connected to the two 
or more appliances, respectively. 
0121 Set points of the appliance may be changeable with 
the smart device via the control device. 
0122) The control module may interface with a thermostat 
to perform a function with the Smart device, control a set point 
of the appliance, to read a home heating and cooling schedule 
on another Smart device and apply the home heating and 
cooling schedule to an appliance usage profile. 
0123. The Smart device may read settings of a thermostat 
and settings of the appliance that impact hot water demand, 
and apply the settings to a schedule and usage profile of the 
appliance. 
0.124. The mechanism may further incorporate a control 
knob for selecting a level amount of hot water demand or 
temperature of hot water. 
0.125. The mechanism may further incorporate one or 
more accessories connected to the appliance. The one or more 
accessories may have communications for one or more items 
selected from a group consisting of water shutoff valves, fuel 
valves, stand alone MMI, and power switches. The commu 
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nications may be effected by one or more items selected from 
a group consisting of relay outputs, transistor outputs, RF 
outputs and light outputs. 
0.126 An approach for controlling a water heater may 
incorporate creating a periodic waterusage profile from water 
usage and temperature data from a water heater with a pro 
filing program, loading the periodic water usage profile to a 
control for a water heater, selecting a mode of demand, at the 
control for the water heater, for a certain amount of water 
within a particular temperature range to be available for use 
from the water heater, creating a learning program having an 
enablement option for an update of the periodic water usage 
profile, water temperature and mode of demand for water 
from the water heater, and loading the update of the periodic 
water usage profile, water temperature and mode of demand 
for water to the control for the water heater device. A basis for 
power for the water heater may be selected from a group 
consisting of electricity, natural gas, propane, oil, kerosene, 
coal, and wood. 
I0127. If the enablement option of the learning program is 
engaged, then a monitoring of water usage, temperature and 
demand for water from the water heater may occur for X days. 
An update of the periodic waterusage profile, water tempera 
ture and mode of demand for water based on the monitoring 
for X days may be loaded to the control for the water heater 
device. 
I0128 If an enablement option of learning program is not 
engaged, then the water heater may operate according to a 
predetermined program for one or more items selected from a 
group consisting of water usage and water temperature. 
I0129. The approach may further incorporate collecting 
data related to water usage, temperature and demand, and 
calculating statistics for usage, demand and adjustment over 
time. 
0.130. A daily usage profile and margin of error may be 
determined and updated. A weekly usage routine for day by 
day usage pattern may be determined and updated. More 
usage may increase a confidence level in the daily usage 
profile and weekly usage routine. 
I0131) If the basis for power for the water heater is elec 
tricity, the water heater may benefit from a flexibility of 
having one, two or more heating elements being selected to be 
energized. 
0.132. A communication system may incorporate a control 
device connected to an appliance, and a control knob. Control 
of the appliance may be effected with signals between control 
knob and the control device. The control device may incor 
porate optimization software for the appliance. A basis for 
power for the appliance may be selected from a group con 
sisting of electricity, natural gas, propane, oil, kerosene, coal, 
and wood. The optimization Software may incorporate one or 
more items selected from a group consisting of reduced oper 
ating costs of the appliance, usage pattern based optimization, 
prognostics for performance over time, maintenance alarms, 
performance optimization alerts, and demand response man 
agement for load shedding. The appliance may be a water 
heater. 
I0133. A control knob may be used to select a magnitude of 
hot water demand or temperature of hot water. The demand 
may be based on one or more items selected from group 
consisting of usage patterns and user programmed patterns. 
I0134. The system may further incorporate one or more 
accessories connected to the appliance. The one or more 
accessories may have communications for one or more items 
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selected from a group consisting of water shutoff valves, fuel 
valves, stand-alone MMI, and power switches. The control 
device may incorporate a communication module that is pow 
ered by a source selected from a group consisting of a battery, 
a capacitor, a line power outlet, an appliance control power 
outlet, a solar cell, and a flame?heat/thermo cell. The appli 
ance may be powered by one or more sources selected from a 
group consisting of a line power outlet, thermopiles, Solar 
panels, wind generators, rechargeable batteries, and energy 
harvesting systems. 
0135) In the present specification, some of the matter may 
be of a hypothetical or prophetic nature although stated in 
another manner or tense. 
0.136 Although the present system and/or approach has 
been described with respect to at least one illustrative 
example, many variations and modifications will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading the specifi 
cation. It is therefore the intention that the appended claims be 
interpreted as broadly as possible in view of the related art to 
include all such variations and modifications. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A communication mechanism comprising: 
a Smart device; and 
a control device connected to an appliance; and 
wherein: 
control of the appliance is effected with signals between 

the smart device and the control device; 
the control device comprises optimization software for the 

appliance; and 
a basis for power for the appliance is selected from a group 

consisting of electricity, natural gas, propane, oil, kero 
Sene, coal, and wood; 

the optimization Software comprises one or more items 
Selected from a group consisting of reduced operating 
costs of the appliance, usage pattern based optimization, 
prognostics for performance over time, maintenance 
alarms, performance optimization alerts, and demand 
response management for load shedding; and 

the appliance is a water heater. 
2. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein: 
the control device comprises a communication module, 

that is powered by a source selected from a group con 
sisting of a battery, a capacitor, a line power outlet, an 
appliance control power outlet, a solar cell, and a flame/ 
heat/thermo cell; and 

the appliance is powered by one or more sources selected 
from a group consisting of a line power outlet, thermo 
piles, Solar panels, wind generators, rechargeable batter 
ies, and energy harvesting systems. 

3. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein a smart device is 
selected from a group consisting of a KindleTM, IpadTM, PC, 
laptop, notebook, tablet, PDA, Wi-FiTM router, and smart 
phone. 

4. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the control device 
has a wireless connection with the appliance. 

5. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the control device 
has a wire connection with the appliance. 

6. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the control device is 
embedded in a control unit of the appliance. 

7. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the Smart device can 
control two or more appliances with two or more control 
devices connected to the two or more appliances, respec 
tively. 
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8. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein set points of the 
appliance are changeable with the Smart device via the control 
device. 

9. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the control module 
can interface with a thermostat to perform a function with the 
Smart device, control a set point of the appliance, to read a 
home heating and cooling schedule on another Smart device 
and apply the home heating and cooling schedule to an appli 
ance usage profile. 

10. The mechanism of claim 1, wherein the smart device 
can read settings of athermostat, and settings of the appliance 
that impact hot water demand, and apply the settings to a 
schedule and usage profile of the appliance. 

11. The mechanism of claim 1, further comprising a control 
knob for selecting a level amount of hot water demand or 
temperature of hot water. 

12. The mechanism of claim 1, further comprising: 
one or more accessories connected to the appliance; and 
wherein the one or more accessories have communications 

for one or more items selected from a group consisting of 
water shutoff valves, fuel valves, stand alone MMI, and 
power Switches; and 

the communications are effected by one or more items 
Selected from a group consisting of relay outputs, tran 
sistor outputs, RF outputs and light outputs. 

13. A method for controlling a water heater comprising: 
creating a periodic water usage profile from water usage 

and temperature data from a waterheater with a profiling 
program; 

loading the periodic water usage profile to a control for a 
water heater; 

selecting a mode of demand, at the control for the water 
heater, for a certain amount of water within a particular 
temperature range to be available for use from the water 
heater; 

creating a learning program having an enablement option 
for an update of the periodic water usage profile, water 
temperature and mode of demand for water from the 
water heater, and 

loading the update of the periodic water usage profile, 
water temperature and mode of demand for water to the 
control for the water heater device; and 

wherein a basis for power for the water heater is selected 
from a group consisting of electricity, natural gas, pro 
pane, oil, kerosene, coal, and wood. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein: 
if the enablement option of the learning program is 

engaged, then a monitoring of water usage, temperature 
and demand for water from the waterheater occurs for X 
days; and 

an update of the periodic water usage profile, water tem 
perature and mode of demand for water based on the 
monitoring for X days is loaded to the control for the 
water heater device. 

15. The method of claim 13, wherein if an enablement 
option of learning program is not engaged, then the water 
heater operates according to a predetermined program for one 
or more items selected from a group consisting of water usage 
and water temperature. 

16. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
collecting data related to water usage, temperature and 

demand; and 
calculating statistics for usage, demand and adjustment 

over time; and 
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wherein: 
a daily usage profile and margin of error are determined 

and updated; 
a weekly usage routine for day by day usage pattern is 

determined and updated; and 
more usage increases a confidence level in the daily usage 

profile and weekly usage routine. 
17. The method of claim 13, wherein if the basis for power 

for the water heater is electricity, the water heater benefits 
from a flexibility of having one, two or more heating elements 
being selected to be energized. 

18. A communication system comprising: 
a control device connected to an appliance; and 
a control knob; and 
wherein: 
control of the appliance is effected with signals between 

control knob and the control device; 
the control device comprises optimization software for the 

appliance; 
a basis for power for the appliance is selected from a group 

consisting of electricity, natural gas, propane, oil, kero 
Sene, coal, and wood; 

the optimization Software comprises one or more items 
Selected from a group consisting of reduced operating 
costs of the appliance, usage pattern based optimization, 
prognostics for performance over time, maintenance 
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alarms, performance optimization alerts, and demand 
response management for load shedding; and 

the appliance is a water heater. 
19. The system of claim 18, wherein: 
a control knob is used to select a magnitude of hot water 
demand or temperature of hot water; and 

the demand is based on one or more items selected from 
group consisting of usage patterns and user programmed 
patterns. 

20. The system of claim 18, further comprising: 
one or more accessories connected to the appliance; and 
wherein: 
the one or more accessories have communications for one 

or more items selected from a group consisting of water 
shutoff valves, fuel valves, stand-alone MMI, and power 
Switches; 

the control device comprises a communication module that 
is powered by a source selected from a group consisting 
of a battery, a capacitor, a line power outlet, an appliance 
control power outlet, a Solar cell, and a flame?heat/ 
thermo cell; and 

the appliance is powered by one or more sources selected 
from a group consisting of a line power outlet, thermo 
piles, Solar panels, wind generators, rechargeable batter 
ies, and energy harvesting systems. 
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